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Abstract: One of the pillars of sustainable development is related to the elimination of poverty
and improvement of quality of life. Financial situation of the households plays a crucial role in
the subjective well-being, quality of life and overall satisfaction. According to most recent Eurostat
data, Poland is one of the countries with the lowest level of subjective material well-being. In this
paper we aim to find latent structures of Poles with similar tendency of self-reporting their income
position additionally influenced by the socio-economic features and analyze the item characteristics
of the questionnaire as well. To address the questions at hand, first we apply the variant of finite
mixture models, i.e., latent class (LC) model for data from all, eight waves (2000–2015) of the Polish
Household Panel. We are especially focused on the constrained version of the model under IRT
parameterization. We compare the results for LC and LC-IRT models and show the influence of
the covariates such as family type, socio-economic status and place of living on the probability of
belonging to the three identified classes of Polish households, based both on multinomial and global
logit parameterization. In this way we can show which types of families tend to be more satisfied
with their financial position and those whose members are prone to belong to the worst situated
group of Poles. Note that, we present the results for the data including survey weighs, being omitted
in most of the studies concerning Polish financial well-being.

Keywords: financial well-being; latent variable models; identification of structures; homogeneity of data set;
mixture models; item response theory (IRT); polytomous LC-IRT models

1. Introduction

Although many definitions abound, the most often used definition of sustainable
development is that presented as “development that meets the needs of the present with-
out compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs” [1–3]. It
is also widely agreed that there are three pillars of sustainable development: economy
—the creation of wealth and livelihoods; society—the elimination of poverty and improve-
ment of quality of life; environment—the enhancement of natural resources for future
generations [4] (p. 9). Economic growth may result in an improvement in the standard of
living related to a small proportion of the population whilst the majority of the population
remains poor. Today, the human needs of many people are not met, and by the same
time the ability of future generations to meet their needs is being compromised [5]. Note
that, economic growth, which has served as a proxy for gains in well-being has only an
indirect and limited impact on well-being in the long run, so there is no reason to pursue
such growth directly. Moreover, reduction in potential income not necessarily reduce well-
being (particularly for those in upper-income brackets), and fewer consumption choices
in some areas may not make much difference to life satisfaction. Furthermore, many of
the opportunities for improving well-being discussed so far do not necessitate an increase
in environmental harm or even material production. Pursuing sustainability and social
well-being can be done in tandem [6].

Reducing inequalities and ensuring no one is left behind are integral to achieving
the Sustainable Development Goals established by the UN (United Nations) in 2015 [7,8].
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Inequality within and among countries is a persistent cause for concern. If income inequal-
ity reaches a very high level, i.e., a small portion of people (or households) earns most of
the national income, it is very likely that political and economic systems collapse and it
may result in major turmoils [9,10]. According to [11] very high levels of income inequality
undermine domestic demand, because very rich people have a low propensity to consume
and there will not be sufficient demand to pull the economy. Moreover, the very rich may
have a tendency to waste resources since they have enough and more to spare. On the other
hand, the very poor may have to depend on natural resources like land and forests and
rivers where an overuse of these resources could leave a less productive environment for
future generations. Extreme wealth and extreme poverty reduce resources left for posterity.
Less economic inequality would save more resources and contribute to a more sustainable
future. Tackling inequality becomes the core of any strategy of development that attempts
to address issues of sustaining economic development over time and across generations.

In this research we refer especially to the social pillar of the sustainable development
analyzing the abilities to meet the needs and income satisfaction among the Polish society
in years 2000–2015. We identify different groups of Polish households and characterize
especially the group of those with the most difficult financial position. Financial situation
of the household is not only essential for a decent standard of living, but it also plays
a crucial role in the overall satisfaction and quality of life. Severe material deprivation,
poverty and not being able to pursue a desired life hugely affects individuals’ well-being.
The EU-28 average rating for satisfaction with the financial situation equalled to 6.0 in
2013 and 6.6 points in 2018 was lower than the rate for overall life satisfaction, i.e., people
on average are less satisfied with their financial situation than with their life in general
(respondents indicated how satisfied they are with their financial situation on a scale
from 0 to 10) [12]. Feelings about household income is particularly strong determinant of
subjective well-being. Ref. [13] shown that material well-being is the main determinant of
subjective well-being across all the analysed geopolitical regions including 153 countries.

Emerging economies, including Central and Eastern European countries, which have
just been through a structural and economic transition, face difficulties in sustainable social
and economic development. These economies are immature and have weaknesses in their
institutional, legal, economic, and social spheres [14]. However, as for the success side
of over 30 years of the Poland’s transition ie., tremendous progress in the convergence
to the prosperous countries of Western Europe, significant opening to the world and
remarkable improvement in international competitiveness as well as exceptional resistance
of Poland’s economy to shocks from the global economy during the latest crisis needs to
also be emphasized (e.g., [15–17]).

As far as the issues of economic disparities are concerned, transition to a market
economy has resulted in higher inequality. Poland was by 2005 far above the average EU-
27 level in terms of the thus measured income inequality (Gini coefficient at 0.306), and also
had one of the highest income disparity in the region (Gini coefficient at 0.332 for the new
member states average). However, since then income disparity in Poland has not increased
and according to some sources it might have decreased [18]. As for other measures of
economic disparity, ref. [19] report significant decline of absolute poverty, in line with
the results of the Social Diagnosis [20]. There is a large economic literature documenting
income inequality changes experienced by former communist countries during their post-
1989 transformations. While in Russia and in many post-Soviet economies, inequality
exploded during the transition, Poland is often perceived as a country where inequality
grew rather moderately. In contrast to the standard view [21,22] show that the inequality
of living standards in Poland grew sharply over 1989–2015. They present that the adjusted
Gini index grew to a level that ranks Poland among the most unequal European countries.

Up to now, income inequalities in Poland have been mostly analyzed with the use of
income or wage data, we provide the study based on the subjective measure concerning
households perception of their financial position. Polish case seems to be relevant, because
according to most recent Eurostat data [23], Poland is one of the countries with the lowest
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level of subjective material well-being. Ranked at the 22 position, characterized by the lower
than EU-28 average rating for satisfaction with the financial situation with 5.7 points in
2013 and 6.3 points in 2018.

In this article we report on the subjective material well-being in the Polish society
based on individual responses of the heads of each household. We analyze the survey data
for each eight wave of Social Diagnosis panel research [24]. The main objective of the paper
is to find latent groups of Poles with similar levels of income perception and characterize
them in terms of different socio-economic features.

Note that, we conceive self-reported material well-being as a latent, psychological
variable as the role of money in life can be a a function of various factors such as social class,
wealth, political beliefs, personality type [25]. Some people regard money as a symbol
of power and prestige, while others deem it the root of all evil [26–28]. Some people are
happy with the money they earn, even if they are not very rich, some people have a lot of
money, but they are still not satisfied with it. This may be due to different social comparison
processes [29], different aspiration levels [30] or different consumption values and habits,
different needs and wants [31]. For that reason we decided to examine attitudes people
hold toward money as a latent, psychological trait that might be additionally influenced by
different socio-economic features.

To address the question at hand, we adopt the variant of finite mixture models for
discrete data, i.e., latent class (LC) models [32,33]. The LC approach is innovative, flexible
and can provide suitable solutions regarding the structures recognition, because it takes
into account specific features of the data, such as the scale of measure (often ordinal or
categorical, rather then continuous), their hierarchical structure and their longitudinal com-
ponent. We consider especially the version that enclose the individual covariates [34–36].
We include different socio-economic characteristics such as socio-economic group, family
type, size of the place of the residence. These features additionally influence the probability
of belonging to the different latent classes. We are especially focused on the LC approach
combined with Item Response Theory (IRT) models [37,38] in the version developed by [39]
for polythomous ordinal items.

Following the research quoted above, we intend to verify the following hypothesis:

Hypothesis 1 (H1). The relevant constraints on the latent variable models parameters depend
on the nature of the response variable (being measured on different scales) and facilitate the in-
terpretation of the analyzed socio-economic issue concerning perception of income satisfaction
in Poland.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). The extended latent variable models (including covariates) reflect the struc-
tures of the data properly and are the guide to the interpretation of the obtained parameters.

With respect to the existing empirical literature, one of the our main contributions
of the approach we propose is that of conceiving the subjective level of income of Polish
families as a discrete latent (non-observable) construct. Then, we identify latent structures
of Poles with similar level of self-reported financial satisfaction in years 2000–2015. Further-
more, we compare the results for different types of discrete latent trait models including
(i) the specific constraints; (ii) covariates; and (iii) sample weights. Incorporating weights
in descriptive or inferential analyses is needed to compensate for the unequal probability
of selection, nonresponse and noncoverage, and poststratification [40].

2. Literature Review

A vast literature has emerged over the last twenty years documenting the many
variables that influence social well-being. One of the newest approaches is related to the in-
troduction of the sustainable, or green(ed), GDP [41,42]. Ref. [41] proposed a sweeping
assessment of the limits of GDP as a measurement of the well-being of societies. The au-
thors examined how GDP overlooks economic inequality (with the result that most people
can be worse off even though their average income is increasing) and whether environmen-
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tal factor has the impact on one’s economic decisions. After the analysis of the discrepancy
between what people tell and what they know about their well-being, the researchers
suggest to adjust GDP and present a bold new array of the concepts from sustainable
measures of economic welfare to the measures of savings, wealth and the green GDP [43].
Classification of welfare measures based on the notions of well-being, economic welfare
and sustainability can be found in work of [44].

Although economic growth has long been considered an important goal of economic
policy, in recent years some scientists have begun to speak against further attempts to raise
the material standard of living claiming that such attempts hardly contribute to the rise
of well-being [45,46]. Income-based measures of welfare have earned much criticism as
they present an insufficiently wide picture of human welfare and social progress. As a
result, a number of alternative approaches are being developed, and many researchers have
started to agree that the common measurement system should shift the emphasis from
economic production to people’s well-being (e.g., [47–49]). In turn, measures of subjective
well-being have gained traction as measures of societal progress in recent years [50]. They
constitute a more direct way of measuring welfare than is provided by its more traditional
measure of income.

As a result of the disenchantment with the traditional welfare economic framework, a
number of alternative approaches have gained more widespread support and attention
by researchers (see, e.g., [42,49,51] for overviews). Measures of subjective well-being are
attractive because they directly ask individuals for their own assessment of their situation,
the capability approach offers a much broader informational space to assess the situation
of a person, including a focus not only on outcomes but also on agency and a person’s
substantive opportunities [50].

According to [52], subjective measures represent well-being better than economic
measures because subjective measures can be considered the direct measures of well-being.
Refs. [45,53] have shown that subjective well-being is a function of both an individual’s
personality and his or her reaction to life events. There is vast literature showing the ma-
terial well-being assessment on different psychological and behavioural determinants,
such as financial knowledge financial literacy or financial knowledge [54–56], financial
behaviour [57,58], financial stress [59,60] and other financial attitudes [60,61].

A number of studies are also concentrated on relationships between objective and
subjective measures of financial well-being. Refs. [62–64] have shown only a modest direct
effect of absolute income on social well-being and have tried to explore whether there
are any indirect effects of income on social well-being through the subjective assessment
of one’s financial condition. These modest correlations are considered as “difficult to
explain” [65] and have motivated much of the research exploring alternative perspectives.

Differently from the previous work we conceive financial well-being as an indirect,
latent concept and only assessed through items being measured on ordinal scale. With re-
spect to [66,67] that employed single-response ordinal measurement we include also socio-
demographic features to better characterize especially families with the worst financial
position. As far as the Polish society is concerned most of the studies are focused on
the relationships between a subjective assessment of the material situation of households
and the characteristics such as gender, age, education, biological type of family observed
just in one year and for the selected group of Poles i.e., living in 10-th biggest Polish
cities [68], in rural areas of Poland [69] or the group of young people’s households [70].
We base our study on nationally representative sample of Poles being observed in 15 years
period of time.

Our work contributes also to other more recently studies using nationally repre-
sentative surveys for Russian households [71], Slovenian households [72] or Malaysian
households [73]. Although those studies provide interesting methodological approaches
they are limited to data that is at cross-sectional in nature. Therefore, the presented results
might be perceived as showing to narrow picture of financial wellbeing in the analyzed
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societies. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first analysis of this subject based on
long-term national longitudinal study.

3. Materials and Methods
3.1. Data Presentation

We rely our research on Social Diagonsis [24], the national project based on panel
research with the first sample being taken in the year 2000. The following took place
three years later, and since then has been repeated every two years. This project takes into
account all the significant aspects of the life of individual households and their members,
both the economic (i.e., income, material wealth, savings), and the not strictly economic (i.e.,
education, medical care, problem-solving, stress). In our study we analyze the subjective
assessment of the financial situation in Polish families. We consider the questionnaire
item: “It is easier to make ends meet?” measured by ordinal response variable (with
the following five categories: “with the great problem” (0), “with difficulty” (1), “with
the certain difficulty” (2), “rather easily” (3), “easily” (4) for each wave of Social Diagnosis
panel research (2000, 2003, 2005, 2007, 2009, 2011, 2013, 2015).

We consider the sample of n = 2768 households who participate in all waves of
the survey in years 2000–2015 (346 complete observations at each point of time). Table 1
lists the percentage of households in the 8 measurement occasions. Note that, in order
to preserve the representative characteristics of the sample [74,75] the survey weights are
applied in the frequency table and in the estimation part of our analysis as well. They are
derived as the inverse of the sampling fraction for each dwelling in each stratum (more
details, the individual-level and households-level data and survey documentation are
freely available at the following link http://www.diagnoza.com/index-en.html (accessed
on 1 May 2020)). Additionally, the mean response X̄j is computed for each item after
assigning score 1 to 5 to the five increasing categories, respectively.

Table 1. Weighted frequency distributions for each response variable (%) and weighted average
scores (X̄j).

Year x = 0 x = 1 x = 2 x = 3 x = 4 X̄j

2000 31.27 27.19 28.11 12.64 0.79 2.24
2003 26.78 29.52 30.52 9.91 3.26 2.33
2005 25.20 22.73 37.33 12.99 1.75 2.43
2007 22.81 24.77 26.08 23.55 2.79 2.59
2009 16.49 22.05 33.21 23.13 5.12 2.78
2011 19.15 12.41 38.91 25.81 3.72 2.83
2013 19.32 14.07 44.27 18.54 3.80 2.73
2015 12.04 14.91 39.01 29.52 4.52 2.99

We notice that in each year the majority declare to cope with the present income
(responses are mainly concentrated on the middle category). Less then 5% (with exception
for 2009) seems to be completely satisfied with their financial position, whereas the per-
centage of those dealing with the great problem is reaching over 30% in the first year of
the survey. It is interesting to note that the number of those declaring the worst financial
position is substantially decreasing with years. The decreasing tendency can be observed
also for the second category (x = 1). Contrary, we notice the increasing value of X̄j and
percentage for the highest scored category with years.

We use also information on family characteristics such as Z1—place of living (1–cities
with more than 500,000 inhabitants, 2–cities with 20,000 to 500,00 inhabitants; 3–inhabitants,
cities below 20,000 inhabitants and rural areas), Z2—socio-professional status (1–employees
in public sector, 2–farmers, 3–employees in private sector and entrepreneur/self-employed,
4–pensioners, retirees, pupils and students, unemployed, other professionally inactive)
and Z3—family type (1–marriage without children, 2–marriage with one child, 3–marriage
with two children, 4–marriage with three and more children, 5–other family types, i.e.,

http://www.diagnoza.com/index-en.html
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one-parent family, multi-family, non-family-one person, non-family-multi-person). Note
that in the analyzed period of time the respondents are mainly employed, the majority
lives in other family types, mainly in the cities below 20,000 inhabitants or in rural areas.
For more details and the graphical presentation of the data see [76].

3.2. The Identification of Structures in Socio-Economic Data

The identification of structures in data is closely related to the definition of homogene-
ity, which is, unfortunately not clearly formulated. Generally, the definition of homogeneity
is associated with graphical separation of certain subsets, clusters or finding characteristic
observations in the analyzed data set.

The homogeneity of a data set characterized by continuous as well as categorical
variables is one of the main assumptions for most statistical methods. The issue of hetero-
geneity can be frequently found in survey studies, i.e., (respondents’ attitudes to saving,
paying habits, trust in public or financial institutions). Respondents with varying demo-
graphic features (age, educational level and socio-economic status) usually give different
answers to questions. Treating such a data set as a homogeneous structure is groundless
and can lead to an erroneous interpretation of estimated parameters.

One of the main determinants of treating the data set as homogeneous or heteroge-
neous is the approach adopted in the study. It should be emphasized that the methodology
of this paper is based on the stochastic approach to the homogeneity of data set (the homo-
geneity defined above is known also as a “distributional homogeneity” because each data
set comes from the population with the certain distribution (the data set can come from
the population characterized by mixture of two component distribution and that sense can
be treated as homogeneous) [77]. The identification of homogeneous structures in data set
associated with the stochastic approach to homogeneity is based on the mixture models.
In this approach, the number of components in the mixtures is not known, as it is a latent
variable of the model (in the latent class model the latent variable describes the number of
clusters). The parameters of the model are estimated for different numbers of categories
(category numbers) of the latent variable and then the goodness-of-fit is compared.

The assumption of many of the applied statistical methods is the homogeneity of the data
set of observations. In the previous studies concerning Polish financial well-being based mainly
on summary statistics or regression analysis for separate years (see i.e., [69,78,79]) it is simply
assumed (without prior verification) that the analyzed data set is homogeneous and statistical
analyses are carried out.

Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, it is the first to apply latent variable models
to evaluate financial assessment of Polish households, while at the same time, presenting
socio-economic influences on the latent trait of interest and including survey weights.

3.3. Latent Class (LC) Models

First, we are focused on latent class (LC) model, one of the most well-known latent
variable models typically used to classify a sample of subjects on the basis of a series
of categorical response variables. The model helps to gain a deeper understanding of
the observed relationships between response variables.

Let, X1, . . . , Xm denote the response variables, collected in the vector X, which are
categorical and labeled from 0 to lj − 1. The random variables in X are assumed to be
conditionally independent. The well known assumption of local independence, is common
to most latent trait models.

In order to explain the dependence structure between latent and response variables,
the LC model assumes the existence of only one discrete latent variable S presented in
the Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Path diagram for LC model.

The discrete latent variable S has u levels, which are labeled from 1 to u. Each of
these levels corresponds to a latent class in the population for which we have a specific
weight, or a priori probability (πs), and a specific conditional distribution of the response
variables (φjx|s).

Additionally, the probability to belong to a given latent class (πs) may be influenced
by some individual level covariates, then z denotes the column vector of the covariates
corresponding to sample unit. The covariates are considered as fixed and known. In this
way, there is not a set of weights πs common to all subjects in the sample, but weights πs(z)
which are subject-specific, i.e., there is πs(z) = p(Z = z) for each individual i (i = 1, . . . , n)
and latent class s (s = 1, . . . , u).

Then, the LC model can be defined as:

p(x|z) =
u

∑
s=1

(
m

∏
j=1

φjx|s)πs(z). (1)

In order to model the effect of the covariates on the probabilities πs(z), we adopt a
multinomial logit parametrization, under which

log
πs(z)
π1(z)

= β0s + z′β1s, s = 2, . . . , u, (2)

with class-specific intercepts β0s and regression parameters β1s denoting the effect of
covariate in z on the logit of πs(z) with respect to π1(z). The resulting types of models
belong to the class of concomitant variable latent class models [34,80].

3.4. Latent Class Item Response Theory (LC-IRT) Models

In the next step we deal with the LC approach in a more specific way. We consider an
IRT parametrization of the conditional response probabilities based on explicitly consider-
ing a latent trait measured by the items. Thus we adopt the latent class IRT approach for
polythomous ordinal items proposed in [39] that extends the approach introduced by [81]
for dichotomous items (see also [82]). The combination of the two latent variable models
(LC and IRT models) enables to find homogeneous classes of individuals characterized
by the similar latent ability levels (the levels of financial well-being in our study), and at
the same time, the item characteristics analysis (usually identified as discrimination indices
and difficulty parameters) as well.

We consider that the questionnaire is aimed to measure, for each individual i the level
of the certain latent trait θ, i.e., job satisfaction, income satisfaction, saving skills. A crucial
assumption characterising the models at issue is the discreteness of the distribution of
the latent trait θ, giving rise to a finite number of latent classes s(s = 1, . . . , u), each one
characterised by the same latent ability level (support point), denoted as ξs. Note that,
the version of LC-IRT models allow also for multidimensionality, so as to consider that
distinct latent traits are jointly measured (see also [81]). We also denote the conditional
response probability that a subject with latent trait (or ability) level given by θ responds by
category x to item j as follows
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φjx(θ) = p(Xj = x|Θ = θ), x = 0, . . . , lj − 1, (3)

with elements of which sum up to 1.
Then, the rule to obtain the manifest distribution of the response vector is extended as

follows (see [39]):

p(x|z) =
u

∑
s=1

p(x|ξs)πs(z) (4)

The posterior distribution is defined as:

p(ξs|x) =
p(x|ξs)πs(z)

p(x)
(5)

and the conditional probabilities p(Xj = x|θ = ξs) depend on the nature of the re-
sponse variables.

There are many different classifications of IRT models for polytomous items [83,84].
In general, the adopted IRT models assume that

gx(pj(θ)) = αj(θ − ϑjx), j = 1, . . . , m, x = 1, . . . , lj − 1,

where gx is a link function specific for category x and αj and ϑjx are item parameters which
are usually identified as discrimination indices and difficulty levels and on which suitable
constraints may be assumed.

On the basis of the specification of the link function and on the basis of the adopted
constraints on the item parameters, different IRT models for polytomous responses’ are
analysed. The most common IRT models based on global logits (given in Equation (6)) are
also known as graded response models, those based on local logits (given in Equation (7))
are known as partial credit models.

gx(pj(θ)) = log
p(Xj ≥ x|θ)
p(Xj < x|θ) , x = 1, . . . , lj − 1, (6)

gx(pj(θ)) = log
p(Xj = x|θ)

p(Xj = x− 1|θ) , x = 1, . . . , lj − 1. (7)

Constraints may be posed on the discrimination parameters (each item may discrimi-
nate differently from the others or all the items discriminate in the same way) and item
difficulty parameters (the item difficulty parameters may be unconstrained, ie., there are as
many difficulty parameters as the number of response categories lj minus 1 or constrained,
ie., the distance between difficulty levels from category to category is the same for each
item τjx = τx). By combining those constraints, four different specifications of the item
parameterization for each of the link functions are obtained. All the possible combinations
of the item parameters constraints for local and global logit link functions are given in
Table 2.

Table 2. Unidimensional IRT models for Ordinal Polytomous Responses.

αj ϑjx Parameters of the Model Global Local

free free αj(θ − ϑjx) GRM GPCM
free constrained αj[θ − (ϑj + τx)] RS-GRM RS-GPCM

constrained free θ − ϑjx 1P-GRM PCM
constrained constrained θ − (ϑjx + τx) 1P-RS-GRM RSM

Source: (see [38] p. 127)

We remind among the most well-known models for polytomous responses presented
in Table 2: Graded Response Model (GRM; ref. [85]) and the Generalized Partial Credit
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Model (GPCM; ref. [86]), models with free both item parameters, global and local logit
link function respectively, as well as the Partial Credit Model (PCM; ref. [87]), model with
constrained αj and free ϑjx, local logit link function; Rating Scale Model (RSM; ref. [88]),
model with local logit link function and both parameters being constrained. RS-GRM model
(with free αj and constrained ϑjx, global logit link function) is the rating scale version of
the GRM introduced by [89], RS-GPCM (with free αj and constrained ϑjx, local logit link
function) are the rating scale versions of GPCM [90]; 1P-GRM and 1P-RS-GRM [91] are
the equally discriminating versions of GRM and RS-GRM, respectively (see also [38,92] for
more details).

Note that also under the IRT specification of the LC model, the effect of the covariates
on the probabilities πs(z) may be modelled through a multinomial logit parametrization
as in (2). However, in order to have a more parsimonious model, the effect of the covariates
is modelled also through a global logit parametrisation. In particular, we assume that

log
πs(z) + . . . + πu(z)

π1(z) + . . . + πs−1(z)
= β0s + z′β, s = 2, . . . , u, (8)

where the intercepts β0s depend on s, whereas the regression parameters β are common to
all classes and are of simple interpretation. In fact, if one coefficient in β is positive then
the corresponding covariate in z has a positive effect on the ability level and as the ordered
categories covariate increases, the ability level also increases.

Typically, the estimates of the LC and LC-IRT models are obtained through the EM
algorithm [81,93]. In the empirical part of this work we adopted the discrete marginal
maximum likelihood using MultiLCIRT package of R [94,95]. The selection of the number of
latent classes, the type of logit link function and the selection of the item parameterization
was performed on the basis of the BIC and AIC indices [96,97]. In these criteria, a term
to the likelihood penalizing the complexity of the model is added, so that it may be
minimized for more parsimonious parameterizations and smaller numbers of groups than
the loglikelihood. Accordingly, the smaller value of the information criteria, the stronger
evidence of the model.

4. Results

In the first part of our analysis we show the results of the application of the LC
model in the basic version and including covariates as well. Then we compare the results
for different LC-IRT types of models (imposing different constraints on item parameters).
We present the results with more details for latent variable models with covariates achieving
the optimum measure of fit.

4.1. Results for LC Models

In applying the basic LC model to the subjective income perception dataset, we choose
s = 3 latent classes, which corresponds to the lowest BIC (see Table 3). The model with three
latent classes will be denoted as LC; its maximum log-likelihood equal to ˆ̀ = −3020.356
with 98 free parameters. The corresponding values of BIC and AIC are 6604.325 and
6236.712 respectively. Note that AIC leads to choosing a model with four number of classes;
however, as usual, we prefer to rely on BIC for this choice because it leads to the most
parsimonious choice. We fitted also the models with covariates presented in Section 3.1
(family type, socio-economic status and place of living) for s = 1, . . . , 8. Finally, based on
information criteria we choose also three as the most suitable number of latent classes for
the model denoted by LC-cov. Due to limit of space in the further part of our work we
present the analysis of the extended model, i.e., including covariates (LC-cov) as this model
presents even better measure of fit and allows for a more detailed analysis.

The estimates of the conditional response probabilities for the selected model (LC-cov)
are reported in Table 4, whereas the estimated class weights are given in Table 5.
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Table 3. Information criteria, log-likelihood values (ˆ̀), number of parameters (#par) for basic
LC models.

s ˆ̀ #par BIC AIC

1 −3570.485 32 7325.007 7204.970
2 −3176.866 65 6727.557 6483.732
3 −3020.356 98 6604.325 6236.712
4 −2947.914 131 6649.230 6157.828
5 −2945.889 164 6834.967 6219.777
6 −2922.872 197 6978.722 6239.744
7 −2932.495 230 7187.756 6324.989
8 −2902.287 263 7317.129 6330.575

Table 4. Estimates of the conditional response probabilities φjx under LC model with 3 classes and
covariates (LC-cov).

φjx

j s x = 0 x = 1 x = 2 x = 3 x = 4 φjs

1 0.600 0.290 0.110 0.000 0.000 1.510
1 2 0.258 0.307 0.371 0.061 0.003 2.245

3 0.066 0.135 0.252 0.513 0.034 3.314

1 0.568 0.330 0.083 0.019 0.000 1.553
2 2 0.196 0.354 0.406 0.028 0.017 2.316

3 0.056 0.062 0.317 0.436 0.130 3.522

1 0.560 0.284 0.138 0.017 0.000 1.613
3 2 0.189 0.251 0.509 0.032 0.019 2.443

3 0.000 0.073 0.295 0.594 0.038 3.597

1 0.624 0.252 0.111 0.010 0.003 1.515
4 2 0.115 0.307 0.389 0.184 0.004 2.655

3 0.000 0.058 0.082 0.722 0.138 3.939

1 0.512 0.383 0.105 0.000 0.000 1.592
5 2 0.047 0.215 0.515 0.223 0.000 2.914

3 0.025 0.000 0.099 0.592 0.284 4.111

1 0.648 0.230 0.123 0.000 0.000 1.475
6 2 0.032 0.115 0.620 0.210 0.024 3.080

3 0.023 0.000 0.063 0.781 0.132 3.999

1 0.659 0.243 0.093 0.000 0.004 1.447
7 2 0.037 0.138 0.654 0.171 0.000 2.960

3 0.000 0.000 0.296 0.500 0.204 3.908

1 0.392 0.261 0.318 0.030 0.000 1.984
8 2 0.032 0.144 0.484 0.307 0.033 3.166

3 0.000 0.001 0.206 0.646 0.147 3.939

Table 5. Estimates of the prior probabilities π̂s under LC-cov.

s π̂s

1 0.254
2 0.576
3 0.169

We observe that the latent classes correspond to increasing tendency to respond with
the higher income satisfaction and have considerably different sizes. In particular, the third
class, which is the smallest with about 17% of subjects, corresponds to the highest income
satisfaction. The second group, includes close to 58% of subjects being generally satisfied
with their income position and the first class is referred to about 25% of Poles characterized
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by the lowest income perception. In fact, when s goes from 1 to 3, the conditional probability
of the first category (x = 0) tends to decrease for every time occasion, whereas that of the last
category (x = 4) tend to increase for each item (corresponding to the following years).

Note that, the highest values of conditional probabilities for the first category in
the first class, corresponding to the highest dissatisfaction is observed for the sixth and
seventh wave of the survey following the year of the economic crisis. However, the smallest
values for the first and second categories (x = 0 and x = 1) in this class can be observed
in the last year of the study showing the improving financial situation in the recent years.
As far as the latent class with the highest income satisfaction is concerned, the lowest
share and its increasing tendency reaching the breaking point in the 2009 year of those
coping easily with their finances can be observed. Moreover, we note also the high value of
conditional probabilities for x = 3 in the last wave for this group.

For a more precise check, we computed class/item-specific scores φjs that are obtained
by the weighted average of a set of scores assigned to each response category (1 for the first,
2 for the second, and so on) and weights equal to the conditional response categories.
The class/item-specific scores are presented in Table 4 and confirm that we are essentially
dealing with ordered latent classes.

The important part of our study aimed at understanding how the covariates affect
the latent trait of the model. Therefore, in the next stage of our analysis, we calculated
and plotted the prior probabilities of class membership, at varying levels of covariates.
The estimated prior probabilities of class membership are given separately for each family
type, socio-economic status and place of living covariate and presented in Figures 2–4.

Figure 2. Estimated prior probabilities according to the family type under the selected LC model
with 3 classes, covariates, and multinomial logit link function.

We observe the highest prior probability to belong to the generally satisfied group of
Poles for more children family types. The other family types are most prone to belong to
the completely unsatisfied group of respondents. As expected, those living in no children
or one children family types have the highest chance to be fully satisfied with their financial
position (see Figure 2).

The results given in Figure 3 present that employees have over a 20% prior of belonging
to the best situated group of Poles, while pensioners, retired and other professionally
inactive people have almost 40% prior of belonging to the worst situated class. However,
farmers followed by employees have the highest chance to belong to the second class.

The probability of belonging to the third class is significantly higher for those living
in big cities, while residents of countrysides have just slightly higher prior of belonging
to the first group then to those living in middle sized or big cities of Poland. However
it is interesting to observe (Figure 4) the highest chance to belong to the group of living
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quite comfortably on present income (belonging to the second class) for people living in
the smallest towns or villages.

Figure 3. Estimated prior probabilities according to the socio-economic status under the selected LC
model with 3 classes, covariates, and multinomial logit link function.

Figure 4. Estimated prior probabilities according to the place of living under the selected LC model
with 3 classes, covariates, and multinomial logit link function.

4.2. Results for LC-IRT Models

In order to better understand the analyzed phenomena, we apply a constrained
LC model. Accordingly, in this part of our analysis, we adopt the latent class of Item
Response Theory (IRT) models. In particular, we rely on the models for polythomous
ordinal items. Through these models we find latent classes of Poles with similar levels
of financial satisfaction, we study the effect of different socio-economic covariates on
the probability of belonging to these classes, and we assess the item characteristics.

The first stage of our LC-IRT analysis is focused on the choice of the best logit link
function. A comparison between a model with global logit link and a model with local
logit link is carried out on the basis of the BIC index and by assuming s = 3 latent classes,
free item discriminating and diffculties parameters. Because the global logit link has to
be preferred to a local logit link function (the smaller BIC and AIC values, see Table 6) in
the following we fitted different types of the LC graded response type models with free
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and constraint discriminating index as well as free and constrained threshold difficulty
parameters, for each item.

Table 6. Graded response and partial credit type models with s = 3.

Model ˆ̀ #par BIC AIC

Global −3063.398 43 6374.096 6212.796
Local −3068.946 43 6385.193 6223.893

Besides, because the compared models are nested, the parameterization is selected
on the basis of an LR test and BIC, AIC criteria as well. For the sake of completeness,
log-likelihood and information criteria values for local logit link function are also included
in the Table 7 (see LC-GPCM, LC-RS-GPCM, LC-PCM, LC-RSM). The results given in
this table show that LC-1P-RS-GRM model has to be preferred among all of the LC-IRT
models considered, that is the LC graded response model with constrained discriminant
and difficulty parameters as well.

Table 7. The BIC, AIC values for LC and LC-IRT models with s = 3.

Model ˆ̀ #par BIC AIC

LC −3020.356 98 6604.325 6236.712
LC-cov −2995.033 104 6588.187 6198.067

LC-GRM −3063.398 43 6374.096 6212.796
LC-1P-GRM −3080.469 36 6367.979 6232.937
LC-RS-GRM −3104.905 22 6336.335 6253.810

LC-1P-RS-GRM −3112.020 15 6310.307 6254.040
LC-GPCM −3068.946 43 6385.193 6223.893

LC-RS-GPCM −3096.776 22 6320.077 6237.551
LC-PCM −3084.405 36 6375.852 6240.810
LC-RSM −3116.456 15 6319.179 6262.912

LC-1P-RS-GRM-cov −3089.913 21 6300.599 6221.825

Also, it can be observed that a graded response type model has a better fit than
the standard LC model, as the BIC value observed for the former is smaller (BIC = 6310.307)
than that detected for the latter (BIC = 6604.325). Therefore, the results for LC-1P-RS-GRM
model including also the socio-economic features are presented in further part of this work.

The estimated conditional probabilities under the selected LC-1P-RS-GRM-cov model
presented in Figure 5 generally lead us to the same conclusions as for LC-cov model.
The analysis of the conditional probabilities confirm again that the first latent class consist
of those with the most difficult financial situation, the second group comprises those coping
with the present income and the third class is made mainly by those satisfied with their
financial position.
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Figure 5. Estimated conditional probabilities showed according to the latent classes for LC-1P-RS-
GRM-cov.

Note that, additionally the support points (ξ̂s, s = 1, . . . , u), estimated under the se-
lected model, and the corresponding prior probabilities (π̂s(z), s = 1, . . . , u) reported in
Table 8 facilitate interpretation of the results. Moreover, the depicted latent trait levels in
Figure 6 allow for cluster labeling in an efficient way.

Table 8. Estimated standardised support points and average prior probabilities under the LC-1P-RS-
GRM with 3 classes and covariates.

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3

ξ̂s −1.326 0.165 1.828
π̂s(z) 0.277 0.574 0.149
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Figure 6. Estimated standardised support points and prior probabilities under the LC-1P-RS-GRM
with 3 classes and covariates (the number in each circle indicates the latent class and its surface is
proportional to its average prior probability).

We remark that, the support points are standardised so as to have null mean and
unitary variance and the item parameters are transformed accordingly; (see [38] Section 4.6)
for details.

As with the previous model LC-cov we observe that most subjects (57.4%) belong
again to class 2 (shown with the biggest circle in the Figure 6), which is characterised by
an intermediate level of income perception (ξ̂2 = 0.165). This class is also characterised
by the highest conditional probabilities for the third category (“coping with the present
income”) among all classes (especially for X3, X5, X6, X7). Over 27% of subjects are in class
1 (represented by the smallest circle in Figure 6) and close to 15% of subjects are in class
3, corresponding to the lowest and highest levels of subjective well-being, respectively.
Note that, compared to the LC-cov the prior probability for the third class of the model
LC-1P-RS-GRM-cov (see Table 8) is slightly smaller in favour of the first class.

The estimates of the standardised item parameters (difficulty parameters) for the se-
lected model are given in Table 9. Note that, the selected model (LC-1P-RS-GRM-cov)
is characterized by the constrained both difficulties and discrimination indices (all items
discriminate in the same way). Therefore, Table 9 presents only single discrimination
parameter (the threshold parameters are the same for all response categories) for each item.
We observe the highest estimate for the first item τ = −0.687. This means that the X1
(regarding the question in the first year of the analysis) is considered to have the highest
difficulty level of the item. In turn, the eight item (regarding the last year of the study) is
considered to have the lowest difficulty level (meaning that this is the aspect of the highest
satisfaction of the interviewees).

In further analysis we ran the test for significance of the covariates coefficients. The es-
timates of the significant covariates coefficients for LC-1P-RS-GRM-cov model based on
the multinomial logit parametrization are given in Table 10. We observed that the signifi-
cant covariates are typical family, socio-economic group, big city. The effects of the family
type covariate on the logarithm of the probability of being in class 2 with respect to class
1 equals to δ̂h2 = −0.352. Since, the latent classes of respondents are ordered from that
with the lowest to that with the highest level of income perception and two estimates
(for s = 2 and s = 3 ) of the parameters for this covariate are negative (−0.352, −0.537 ),
as the number of children increases the level of income satisfaction decreases.
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Table 9. Estimated standardised difficulty parameters under the LC-1P-RS-GRM with 3 classes
and covariates.

Item τ1

X1 −0.687
X2 −0.794
X3 −0.921
X4 −1.145
X5 −1.435
X6 −1.462
X7 −1.331
X8 −1.701

Table 10. The estimates of the covariates coefficients for LC-1P-RS-GRM with 3 classes and covariates
based on the multinomial logit parametrization.

Covariate δ̂h2 δ̂h3

typical family −0.352 −0.537
socio economic group −0.425 −0.544

big city −0.142 −0.764

Similarly, all the estimates of the parameters for the socio-economic status covariate
are also negative. Respondents with other socio-economic status then employees have a
lower financial perception (are characterized by the lower level of the latent trait).

Furthermore, the analysis of the estimates for the place of living covariate leads to
the similar conclusions. As the size of the place of living decreases, the the level of perceived
income perception also decreases (big city is assumed as the first, reference category).

Similar findings for the socio-demographic features were obtained in the results for
LC-cov. Note that the interpretation parameters is not always easy. Therefore, the prior
probabilities at varying levels of covariates are ofently depicted on Figures similar to those
given in Figures 2–4 (see i.e., [98]) or the estimates of individual weights for different
pattern of covariates are compared.

Finally, we have considered also LC-1P-RS-GRM model with covariates based on
the global logit parameterization (see Equation (8)). The global logit parameterization is
more parsimonious compared to multinomial logit parameterization and the interpretation
of the effect of covariates is easier (there is a single regression parameter of each covariate).
The estimates of the significant covariates coefficients for LC-1P-RS-GRM model based
on the global logit parametrization are given in Table 11. Similarly, the covariates have a
significant, negative effect on the financial satisfaction level. Households with the higher-
level category assigned (as referred to the first) report worse financial satisfaction.

Table 11. The estimates of the covariates coefficients for LC-1P-RS-GRM with 3 classes and covariates
based on the global logit parametrization.

Covariate δ̂h

typical family −0.337
socio economic group −0.382

big city −0.379

For a better interpretation of results, on the basis of the estimated model the probabil-
ities of belonging to the latent classes (π̂s, s = 1, 2, 3 ) for different patterns of covariates
(see Table 12) may be assessed. Estimated π̂s(z) allow for several types of prediction.
For instance, respondent living in other family type, being retired and resident of coun-
tryside has the smallest chance to achieve the highest level of income perception (to be
assigned to the class 3). The same probability rises slightly to 7.1% for famers (living also
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in other family type and in rural area of Poland). The probability to achieve the highest
satisfaction level is the highest for employee, having no children and living in big city.
The probability to achieve the highest satisfaction level ranges from 3.8% to 49.1%. As far as
the second group is concerned, the highest chance of belonging is observed for employees
with one children, living in the smallest towns or villages.

We observed that the predicted values are slightly different for global logit parameter-
ization but generally lead to the same conclusion.

Table 12. The estimates of individual weights π̂si, s = 1, 2, 3 for different values of covariates, for
LC-GRM model with s = 3 based on the multinomial and global logit parametrization.

Covariate Multinomial Global

Family Status Place π̂1i π̂2i π̂3i π̂1i π̂1i π̂3i

1 1 1 0.038 0.471 0.491 0.052 0.457 0.491
1 1 2 0.056 0.605 0.338 0.074 0.528 0.398
1 4 2 0.193 0.580 0.227 0.202 0.625 0.173
2 1 1 0.058 0.505 0.437 0.072 0.521 0.408
2 1 2 0.083 0.626 0.291 0.101 0.579 0.320
2 1 3 0.109 0.713 0.178 0.141 0.615 0.244
3 1 1 0.087 0.531 0.382 0.097 0.573 0.329
3 1 3 0.152 0.702 0.146 0.187 0.626 0.187
3 3 3 0.303 0.599 0.098 0.331 0.572 0.097
4 1 2 0.168 0.630 0.202 0.181 0.626 0.193
4 2 3 0.290 0.616 0.094 0.321 0.578 0.101
5 2 3 0.373 0.556 0.071 0.399 0.527 0.074
5 4 3 0.587 0.375 0.038 0.588 0.377 0.036

5. Discussion

In this article we provide a strategy to analyze heterogenous socio-economic lon-
gitudinal data in order to identify groups of Poles whose response patterns are similar
in following years and characterize them in terms of covariates. We use and compare
the results for LC and different types of polytomous LC-IRT models for the Polish social
survey data in years 2000–2015.

The methodologies presented in other works concerning Polish perception of financial
well-being accounts only for observed questionnaire response variables in the one year [78]
and in the specified subsamples of Poles living in 10-th biggest Polish cities [68], in rural
areas of Poland [69], the group of young people’s households [70] or the group of internet
users [79]. Those studies based mainly on different types of regression analysis or are
limited to regular summary statistics tables [99].

Similarly, studies presented for other representative surveys for Russian house-
holds [71], Slovenian households [72] or Malaysian households [73] assuming the ho-
mogeneity of the analyzed sample and are limited to one year analysis. The presented
results might be perceived as showing to narrow picture of financial wellbeing in the ana-
lyzed societies (see [73] p. 722).

Contrary to previous researches, we show that the analyzed (heterogenous) survey
data can be explained by three latent class LC-1P-RS-GRM model with different levels
of self-reported income satisfaction additionally influenced by family type, place of liv-
ing and socio-economic status of the analyzed households. The model with constraint
difficulty and discrimination indices allows for better computational efficiency (parame-
ter reduction) compared to regular LC model and the estimated support points improve
the interpretation results. The depicted latent trait levels might be especially useful for
the multivariate discrete heterogenous data described by many classes, being helpful in
cluster labelling stage of structures identification. Furthermore, the IRT under LC class
model approach provides item-level analysis, which gives insight into individual items and
scales of the questionnaire. In this regard, we positively verified the hypothesis considering
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the relevant constraints and the potential interpretation of the estimated parameters of
latent variable models in the analyzed issue concerning perception of income satisfaction
in Poland.

It’s worth noting that, the class of LC-IRT models is more flexible because compared
to traditional IRT models is not based on the restrictive assumption such as normality of
the latent trait (is based on discreteness assumption) and at the same time allows also
for multidimensional structure of it (see [39,100]). Those assumption may be especially
useful in real data analyzes, described by many response variables where the normality
and unidimensional assumptions of the latent trait (explicitly introduced) are very often
restrictive to fulfill.

In accordance with Hypothesis H2, we confirmed that the extended versions of
the latent class models shows even better measure of fit and allows for a more detailed
analysis. We presented the estimated parameters of the considered covariates in a different
ways and predicted the class memberships for Polish households characterized by different
socio-economic features. We observed significant, negative effect on financial satisfaction
level for all the analyzed covariates. We briefly recall only some of the results concerning
Poles living on unearned sources, in other family types and families with more children,
inhabitants of rural areas as being the most prone to belong to the group of those with
the lowest income perception. Our results are consistent with [20], however the cited work
is based on summary statistics only for the last two waves of the survey.

The adopted model accounts for heterogenous structure of the data measured at differ-
ent points of time and item characteristics as well. Moreover, to the best of our knowledge,
it is the first to apply latent variable model to evaluate financial assessment of Polish
households, while at the same time, presenting socio-economic influences on the latent trait
of interest and including survey weights, needed to compensate for the unequal probability
of selection.

6. Conclusions

Building sustainable societies with a high quality of life and improving the quality of
the social and natural environment is the essence of achieving sustainable development.
Despite some positive signs toward reducing inequality and improving financial situa-
tions, inequality still persists especially in the lower-income country as Poland. Achieving
sustainable development requires gaining enough confidence of the interrelated issues
to actually begin making the necessary changes to make society more equal. Our work
present the approach helping to evaluate the well-being of households measured in a
long period of time. We identified different groups of Polish households and character-
ize especially the group of those with the most difficult financial situation. Moreover,
providing the predicted values for different patterns of socio-economic features allow
to better characterize especially families with the worst financial perception. Compared
to most of the latest studies, our analysis is based on longitudinal data and enables to
show the changes of attitudes among the society. The results may provide useful insight
for policy makers in approaching the issue of income adequacy for income maintenance
programs, formulate social policies enabling the protection of the individuals and social
groups that are vulnerable to poverty and consequently may lead to social exclusion.

The detailed analysis of the estimated parameters achieved for LC-1P-RS-GRM may
help to precisely address the needed policy reforms to different types of households. Note
that, the 500 Plus family program, launched in April 2016, significantly reduces the scale
of the socially and economically disadvantageous phenomenon, i.e., the current lowest
income satisfaction in many families with more children. Although the improving tendency
might be observed, the targeted policy should be delivered especially to identified group
of the worst situated more children and non-family households living on unearned sources
in small towns, residents of countrysides.

Despite efforts to provide a complete picture of the Polish financial well-being this
study is still subject to some limitations. Firstly, based on household self-reported responses
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provided in all available waves (2000–2015), it does not reflect the current state of the house-
hold situation (data were not collected in the following waves, i.e., 2017, 2019). Secondly,
the study provides results based on socio-economic features not changing with time.

Therefore, in future work we aim to apply the dynamic variant of latent class model,
in which subjects are allowed to move between the latent classes during the period of
observation. Accordingly, we are going to apply the adopted LM model incorporating
survey weights and including time-varying socio-economic features. This type of model
enable to better characterize the group of households being stable with their opinion or
prone to switch i.e., from group of households generally satisfied to those with the worst
position in the analyzed period of time.
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